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5400
Automatic Scrubber

A Scrubber That Fits Both 
Tight Aisles and Tight Budgets

Choose the cylindrical scrub brush head for
floors with occasional debris, or for tile sur-
faces. It simultaneously scrubs and picks up
small debris.

Changing the brush is easy.
With light pressure on the
unique brush quick-release
mechanism, the brush slips
off for easy replacement.

The Model 5400 walk-behind scrubber offers

unprecedented value, versatility, and vigor—

all in a smooth-operation machine that fits

the tightest budgets. Now available with

FaST™ Foam Scrubbing Technology, the 5400

increases scrubbing productivity dramatically. 

Value Package

With compact, serpentine maneuverability

and a tight, 12-inch (305 mm) wheel base,

the 5400 fits the most crowded aisles and

spaces. Choose between 24-inch and 

26-inch work paths (610 mm/660 mm). 

The 5400 scrubber is capable of applying 130

lbs. of down pressure (60 kg) for heavy

scrubbing or stripping applications. This unit

is complemented by a rugged polyethylene

frame and a large capacity, corrosion-proof

solution tank.

Versatile Machine

Packed with features, the 5400 delivers opti-

mum versatility. For example, scrub heads are

interchangeable between disc and cylindrical

scrubbing systems, or between conventional

FaST™ scrubbing–whichever configuration

meets your specific needs.

Safety/Productivity-Enhancing Options

FaST™ Foam Scrubbing Technology*

FaST™ is an automatic,

on-board system that

uses up to 70% less

water. And, because so little water is required,

FaST™ effectively extends the use of a tank of

clean water so you can scrub 3-4 times longer

than a conventional scrubber.

Because FaST™ uses less water, floors dry 

immediately. This means they’re safer to walk

on sooner after they’ve been cleaned. Clearly,

FaST™ is the safe scrubbing

alternative,™ and has been 

certified to provide high traction

walkway surfaces by the National

Floor Safety Institute (NFSI).

The 5400 FaST™ equipped scrubbers use 

a FaST-PAK™ cartridge of high-concentrate

detergent to create engineered, self-collapsing

foam, which eliminates messy spills and

increases your cleaning productivity. Operators

simply install the FaST-PAK™ cartridge contain-

ing enough solution to last for weeks. FaST™ is available on existing
Tennant scrubber platforms so
operators can easily choose to
scrub either conventionally or
with FaST™.

One FaST-PAK™ concentrate
cartridge allows the operator
to scrub up to 1-million
square feet!

Assumption: 26-inch cleaning path, empty/fill time 15
minutes, cleaning speed 1.5 mph, cleaning 27,000 ft2

Choose disc brushes or pad drivers for
smooth floors without debris. Adjustable
down-pressure allows two high-speed discs
to dislodge stubborn grime or clean lightly
over sensitive surfaces.
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A compact size means the 5400 cleans
the tightest aisles and maneuvers
through the most cluttered spaces.

The 5400 eliminates pre-sweeping.
Cylindrical brushes offer light 
debris pick-up.

Break-away Squeegee
Parabolic break-away squeegee

accurately tracks the scrubber on
tight turns and provides excellent

solution retrieval. Linatex blades 
provide optimum performance 

and require no tools to change.

Rugged Construction
Thick polyethylene body and

tanks are rust resistant and carry
an exclusive 10 year warranty.

Cylindrical Scrub Heads
Cylindrical scrubbing heads are 

for sweeping floors with light or 
occasional debris and for tile surfaces.

Cylindrical heads deep-clean grout lines
and eliminates streaking.

Automatic Shut-Off System
Water and foam are kept from damaging
the vacuum fan by an automatic air flow

shut-off system.

Dual Disc Brush System
Disc brush scrubbing heads remove stubborn,
imbedded grime. Best for smooth floors with-

out debris. High-speed brush drive motors
provide powerful cleaning performance.

Easy-Fill Solution Port
Front-fill, corrosion-proof, solution
tank with level indicator provides

for ease of filling.

The 5400 offers excellent water pick-up
leaving floors ready for immediate use.
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MACHINE DIMENSIONS -
Length:  50 in 1270 mm
Width:  22 in 560 mm
Width (with scrub head):  26 in, 28 in 660 mm, 710 mm
Width (with squeegee):  33 in 840 mm
Height:  41 in 1040 mm
Weight (with batteries): 570 lb 260 kg
Minimum aisle turn:  65 in 1650 mm

SCRUBBING SYSTEM
Solution tank:  21 gal 80 L
Solution rate (max): 1.1 gpm 4 L/min
Scrubbing path: 24 in, 26 in 610 mm, 660 mm
Motors(2): 270 rpm .75 hp .56 kW  

FaST™ CHEMICAL SYSTEM
Chemical packs 2 or 6 count ––
FaST-PAK™ (coverage per pack) 1 million sq. ft. 9,300 sq. M
Solution rate 0.15 gpm .57 lpm

RECOVERY SYSTEM
Vacuum fan: 12,000 rpm  .75 hp/.56 kW
Demisting chamber: 6 gal 22 L
Recovery tank capacity: 21 gal 80 L

PROPELLING 
Forward speed:  0-2.6 mph 0-4.9 km/h 
Propel motor: .25 hp .19 kw

STANDARD MODEL 5400 EQUIPMENT

Height-adjustable operator console, no-tool brush and squeegee change,
auto vac fan , water and brush start and stop with propel, pneumatic 
non-marking tires, brush pressure gauge, battery level indicator, hour meter

TENNANT VALUE ADDED EQUIPMENT INCLUDES:

Interchangeable scrub heads, modular construction, easy brush change, 
free-floating parabolic squeegee, adjustable operator’s console, vac fan muffler

MODELS AVAILABLE:

5400 Standard, 5400 ES™ (solution recycling)
5400 Deluxe (includes ES™ and prep for Power Wand)
5400 FaST™ Foam Scrubbing Technology

(Specifications subject to change without notice)    ES is a United States Trademark of the Tennant Company

Creating a cleaner, safer world™

Tennant Company offers the most complete line of floor and surface maintenance equipment, floor coatings, brushes and cleaning detergents in the world for the 
industrial, commercial and outdoor cleaning markets. Our sales and service networks provide you with integrated custom cleaning solutions to meet any floor care need.

5400 AUTOMATIC SCRUBBER SPECIFICATIONS

Authorized Tennant Sales Representative

Floor padsDisc scrub brushes

20 Amp battery charger

One FaST-PAK™ concen-
trate cartridge allows the
operator to scrub up to
1-million square feet!

FaST
™

365
Floor Cleaning Concentrate

– is for use on finished VCT, Terrazzo,
and Urethane or Epoxy surfaces.

– is used for daily cleaning on light
to medium soils.

– comes in both 2 packs and 6 count
FaST-PAK™ cases.

– is pH-Neutral and biodegradable.
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